NOTES:

1) The relative position of 2-Way T.S. & pedestrian bracket arm signals within the bracket assembly shall be reversed i.e. the signal nearest the pole goes to the outside of the bracket assembly & the outside signal goes inboard or nearest to pole) according to the plan view to provide clear vehicular and pedestrian viewing.

2) Pipe assembly shall be of such length and height as to accommodate traffic signals and pedestrian signals for proper maintenance and clear vehicular and pedestrian viewing.

3) Pipe assembly shall be of such length and height as to accommodate an illuminated (12"x27") case sign for proper maintenance and clear vehicular viewing.

4) Bracket lengths are 16 inches for LED pedestrian signals and LED pedestrian countdown signals.

5) For poles located 6' or less from face of curb, contact Engineer for traffic and/or pedestrian bracket type and orientation if field installation requires a change from information shown on the plans.

6) Tolerance within +/- 1/8" for bracketing.

(*) For projects maintained by the Road Commission for Oakland County (RCOC), use the bottom heights and bracket assemblies as shown for the RCOC mounting detail.
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